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anti-slip ring grip,
easy and safe to
remove pet hair,
with vacuum
cleaner use more
efficient.

Exclusive patented
triangle design
specifically cleans
hair embedded in
corner crevices to
maximize cleaning
performance.

Three serrated
grooved rubber
touch surfaces for
faster and more
effective cleaning
than flat rubber.

New rubber
lanyard allows for
easy portable
brushing, a must
for pet owners.

Pet Hair
Remover
@analanclub
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Analan 2.0 Pro 
mini pet hair remover

Analan Rubber cord
for Pet Hair Remover

Specially designed gift box

Anti-counterfeiting label 
and after-sales service code

1 PCS

1 PCS
User's Manual

1 PCS

1 PCS

1 PCS



Use the smallest gear
for deep cleaning.Maximum

density gear
Use the maximum
gear to clean large

area quickly first.

Our
Product 

Medium
density gear

Use a medium gear for
secondary cleaning.

Minimum
density gear

COMFORTABLE IN HAND SAFE CLEANING

THREE CLEANING MODES

EASY TO CARRY
No static electricity
Must-have for pet lovers
Remove pet hair effectively

A unique ergonomic 
grip design

Rubber cord is easy to carry, 
can be removed when using

@analanclub

Please use three gears of different 
densities in sequence





Step 1
Switch to side number 2, 
apply to the same area
with shorter strokes.

Step 2
Switch to side number 3,
proceed with short strokes
until all hairs are wiped out.

Step 3
Once hairs have been
swiped into one pile,
gently collect them with
a vacuum cleaner.

Step 4
For maintaining purposes, use
a clean, damp cloth to wipe
accumulated dirt and dust
from the blade to maximize
the cleaning efficiency.

Great for removing hair from
carpets, fabric sofas, bed furniture
surfaces or corners stained by cute
cats and dogs without worrying
about scratching the surface.



“Product was just delivered and I was eager to try it
out on the car. Less than 5 minutes later the floor mat
look great.”      

I found this on TikTok it has changed my life.
This is after I vacuumed!! Always hair left
behind but not anymore thanks to this
amazing tool!”      

“Great product! Works awesome on
saddle pads which is exactly what I need
this shedding season”      

“So simple and and easy to use. Very effective for
removing pet hair ”.    

“Must have tool for detailing, great and easy
to use. Amazing product. Great customer
service A+” 

“Shepsky proof! Bought it to clean up my
dogs hair from my car, but I used it on
our area rug and WOW! Works wonders!“
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WEBSITE   https://analanclub.com
EMAIL        analanclub@gmail.com
AMAZON  https://amz.run/5Bhb
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